CUES CUSTOM
TRUCK-MOUNTED INSPECTION SYSTEMS

Made to withstand the most severe conditions and ergonomically designed for comfort and efficiency, CUES vehicle-mounted systems can include TV inspection equipment for sanitary and storm water lines, laser and sonar pipe profiling systems, mainline joint and lateral sealing, and lateral reinstatement cutters for the relining industry. Equipment can be ergonomically mounted to inspect 6” through 200” mainlines and 3” through 8” lateral services. Customize your truck interior, cabinets, equipment, and mounting configuration to fit your unique requirements! Truck and trailer mounted grout rehabilitation systems are available for mainline, manhole, and lateral joint sealing and can be equipped with the latest CCTV equipment and decision support software for television inspection with documented condition assessment!
CUES TRUCK-MOUNTED
Inspection Systems

**TV MAINLINE/LATERAL INSPECTION TRUCKS**
Equipment can be ergonomically mounted to inspect 6” through 200” mainlines and 3” through 8” lateral services with optional equipment to inspect 3” through 8” lateral services with access from the mainline or a clean-out.

**TV/INSPECTION TRUCKS**
CUES offers a wide variety of chassis choices with custom interiors. Equipment can be ergonomically mounted to inspect 6” through 200” mainlines and 3” through 8” lateral services. User friendly GraniteNet data acquisition software can interface with various asset management and ESRI ArcGIS systems.

**SPRINTER TV INSPECTION TRUCKS**
Custom Sprinter trucks are available for pipeline inspection operations.

**TV/CUTTER/GROUT INSPECTION TRUCKS**
This all-in-one production unit can complete TV inspection of mainlines, laterals (optional), joint sealing of mainlines or laterals, and lateral reinstatement (cutting). Pipe inspection operations and the resultant rehabilitation action are facilitated by one integrated system.

**TV/CUTTER INSPECTION TRUCKS**
Custom Cutter / TV inspection trucks include full capabilities for reinstating lateral services, removal of protruding taps, brush finishing existing cuts, and pre and post TV inspection.

**TV/GROUT INSPECTION TRUCKS**
This all-in-one production unit can complete TV inspection of mainlines, laterals (optional), joint sealing of mainlines or laterals, and lateral reinstatement (cutting). Pipe inspection operations and the resultant rehabilitation action are facilitated by one integrated system.

CUES IS A LICENSED TRUCK DEALERSHIP/TRUCK-BODY CONVERTER AND STOCKS VARIOUS FORD, GMC, CHEVROLET, WORKHORSE, INTERNATIONAL, AND FREIGHTLINER CHASSIS, RANGING FROM 5,280 GVWR TO 33,000 GVWR.

With our in-house, state-of-the-art Vehicle Assembly Center, CUES can substantially reduce the manufacturing time required for your turn-key truck-mounted system! Customize your truck interior, cabinets, equipment, and mounting configuration to fit your unique requirements! Depending on the specific vehicle, chassis are available in diesel, gas, and natural gas configurations. Optional dry freight box mounted systems are also available.